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OAPE Selects 24 Random Freshman
to Participate in the Drinking Games
In a yearly celebration designed
to remember the horrors of excess
alcohol consumption and the
Great Alcohol Transport of 1994,
Stanford will celebrate the Drinking
Games this week. Last week, one
boy and one girl were selected from
each freshman dorm in an event
known as the Draw. These students,
known as tributes, will be sent to the
Old Chem Building where they will
be forced to drink alcohol until only
one survivor remains.
While most students were
selected randomly, one student,
Alicia Bennett from Otero,
volunteered for the games. “This
is the ﬁrst time in the long history
of Stanford that anyone has ever
volunteered to participate in the
Drinking Games,” said Ralph
Castro, who will be commentating
the entire event as it is live streamed
across the internet. When asked
why she volunteered, Bennett said,
“Free booze.”
The tributes will spend two weeks
in training, where a student with an
alcohol problem will show them
how they can turn anything into a

African Children Excited for
Arrival of Kansas Jayhawks Shirts
As Kentucky cut down the
nets at the end of the National
Championship Game in New
Orleans, thousands of African
children had another reason to
celebrate.
As one Ugandan boy told
Flipside reporters through an
interpreter, “I’ve always really liked
the pretty birdy on Kansas’ court.
It’s awesome to get championship
t-shirts with such a cool design on
it.”
“We are really happy to be
able to do this for the children of
African,” explained Kansas guard
Tyshawn Taylor, “We gave it a solid
90% out there today. We truly felt
their support and encouragement
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behind us and it really affected how
we performed on the court.”
Coach Bill Self added, “We just
wanted to get this meaningful loss
for them. They need those shirts a
hell of a lot more than we do.”
In related news, KONY plans to
unveil new uniforms for his child
army in a press conference later
this week. (Hoffer)

drinking game and provide them
with invaluable advice. “Don’t go
for the chasers at the beginning,”
said a homeless man, “It’s a trap.
Remember to ﬁnd water, it will be
your new best friend.”
Commentators expect alliances
to crop up over the course of the
Games. In past years, students
have banded together to take turns

drinking for each other in games of
beer pong.
The Games will be broadcast in
Stanford Stadium to the mindless
masses, but will be available on
SCPD for those who can’t attend
the live version. Binge drinking,
vomit, and drunken hookups are
sure to make the event a crowd
pleaser. (Staff)

Inter-Fraternity Council
Changes Rush to “Chill”
In what the Inter-Fraternity
Council (IFC) President Nick Silver
calls “an effort to more accurately
portray the true personality of
fraternities at Stanford,” the
IFC has declared that the Greek
recruiting period at Stanford be
called “chill” instead of “rush.”
“The word ‘rush’ implies a
certain hurriedness that just isn’t
representative of frat life,” said
Silver, as he adjusted the collar on
the polo he was wearing under his
bro tank, “it implies that you don’t
have time to pop open a Coors
Light with your bros and shotgun
it as fast as you can. It implies
that you don’t have time to play a

relaxed game of sloshball because
you have to do something more
important, like ﬁnish a paper or
tutor underprivileged children.
On the other hand, using ‘chill’
simply advertises Frat Life better.
A bro would shotgun that beer.
A bro would save that paper until
last minute. A bro would chill, not
rush.”
In response to the IFC’s
change, the Inter-Sorority Council
has changed the name of their
recruitment process to “OMG I
love your dress, let’s take pictures”
in order to more accurately portray
their offerings. (Karpas)

ENTER THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE!

Go to stanfordﬂipside.com to submit your answers to the puzzle challenge. The ﬁrst solver will win a Flipside shot glass!
Congratulations to last week’s winner: Ross Darwin. Congrats to the Winner Puzzle Chamption Charles Limouse!

At the end of spring quarter, one person
will randomly be selected to win a $50
Amazon gift card, so submit online!

QUOTE: “2015, you really are the last great class.” - Dean Julie, before retirement

REBUS PUZZLES

NUMBERS

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

2
The average age of competitors in the Junior Hunger Games,
sponsored by Gerber and Johnson & Johnson. The toddlers
scratch, kick, and (for those who are old enough) bite, in an attempt
to be the last baby alive. The winner will receive a year’s supply of
baby food and tear-free shampoo, while also getting the opportunity
to meet the baby from the E*TRADE commercials.

stanfordﬂipside.com
last week’s answers: INDIE ROCK, SEVENTH INNING STRETCH, ROMANTIC,
REGISTER ON AXESS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT J = T

JURMR KMR K URBB VN K BVJ VN AVWL JUKJ KMR LXKMPRM JUKS BPZR XVORFG. BPQR
LJKSFPSE PS JUR VDRMKJPSE MVVO HURS K ETG’L URKMJ LJVDL, KSF GVT’MR JUR VSR HUV
UKL JV NPY PJ! -AVS LJRHKMJ
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:WHOEVER MAKES TWO EARS OF CORN OR TWO BLADES OF GRASS TO GROW WHERE ONLY ONE GREW BEFORE, DESERVES BETTER OF
MANKIND, AND DOES MORE ESSENTIAL SERVICE TO HIS COUNTRY THAN THE WHOLE RACE OF POLITICIANS PUT TOGETHER. -JONATHAN SWIFT

FLIPSIDE TSHIRT

Each week we will feature the design of a limited edition t-shirt for $10.
ﬂ
what size you want. Heat press + Vinyl = High Quality T-Shirt

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
ﬁ

THE GAME IN WHICH
CONCENTRATED
BEAMS OF LIGHT
CHASE ONE ANOTHER

The Stanford Flipside is a weekly satirical newsletter. Our stories are ﬁctional, but we
make jokes about real issues. Our goal is not to offend you, but to make you laugh and to
reframe our world to point out the absurdities. Anyone is free to join the Flipside, and we
would love to have you! We meet Tuesdays at 9pm to brainstorm.
Contact ﬂipside@stanford.edu for more information.

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS: ADMIT NOVEL OUTLET SMELLY what they
called the lazy german mark OLD MONEY

Editorial Board: Jeremy Keeshin, Zach Galant, Adam Adler, Laney Kuenzel,
Eric Karpas, Roxy Carbonell, Conor Doherty, Kyle Hoffer

